
Hand spans 

 

 

 

Level: A1.1, A1.2, A2.1, A2.2 

Age: 7-12 

Organization: individual, groups, whole class 

Aims: To measure your hand span; to record the measurements of other children’s hand spans in a 

chart; to ask and answer questions about the measurements; to compare the measurements; to 

collaborate with others. 

Language focus: numbers, half, quarter, three quarters, be, How long…? Parts of the body (hands, feet) 

comparative and superlative adjectives of size 

Materials:  Essential: rulers (at least two per group) / Optional: copies of the hand span chart (each 

column should be one centimetre) (one for each child), paints and large sheets of paper 

 

 

 

Procedure   

1. Hold up your hand, stretching your thumb and your little finger as far apart as possible. Point to 

the distance between your thumb and your little finger and say, e.g. Look. This is my hand span. 

Explain that the children are going to measure and compare their hand spans.   

2. Divide the class into groups of four.  

3. Either make sure that each group has rulers or give out copies of the hand span chart (one to each 

child). Ask the children to write their own name and the names of the members of their group 

either in their notebooks or in the chart.   

4. Explain and demonstrate how children can measure their hand spans either using rulers or the 

chart.   

5. Ask the children to measure their own hand spans and record the result either by writing the 

number of centimetres in their notebooks or drawing a line at the point their little finger reaches 

in the chart.  

6. When they have done this, explain and demonstrate that they should take turns to find out the 

measurements of others in their group and record them in the same way, e.g. P1: How long is your 

hand span? P2: It’s fifteen centimetres.   

7. When they are ready, ask the groups questions, e.g. Who’s got the longest / shortest hand span? 

and ask individual children to report back, e.g. My hand span is eighteen centimetres. / My hand 

span is longer / shorter than Jane’s.   

8. If appropriate, children can then write a short report about the hand span measurements of their 

group.  

 

 



Comments and Suggestions  

  As a follow-up, children can measure their feet in the same way. They can then compare within 

their groups whether the children with the longest hand spans also have the longest feet.  

 As a further maths activity, children can also measure each others’ height and then calculate how 

many times their hand span or length of their foot fits into their height. If you think some children 

may feel sensitive about their height, however, it is best not to do this.  

 With younger children and lower levels, children can measure to the nearest centimeter. 

Alternatively, you can introduce fractions, e.g. quarter, half, three quarters.   

 If appropriate, as a follow-up to this activity, children can use paints to make a colorful mural 

display of their handprints.  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


